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Technical data Oxivir® Tb RTU

Diversey SKU 101104055  

Format 5 Gallon Pail (must be purchased in full-pallet 
quantities of 24)

Yield 20 - 32 oz./946 ML bottles per pail

Dimensions 12” x 12” x 15.6” (L x W x H)

Weight 45.18 lbs. each

In an e�ort to supply greater amounts of disinfectant to  
critical areas, Diversey has launched a new Oxivir® Tb  
product in a 5 gallon pail.

Preferred Option: Top Mounted Manual Pump
The preferred option for dispensing chemical from a 5 gallon pail is a top-mounted mechanical 
pump that uses a suction tube to pull/pump out the solution. These pumps attach to the 3/4” NPT 
threaded knock-out in the center of the 70mm cap found on the top of the pail. For transferring 
Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxide AHP® products, only a corrosion resistant (non-metal) pump 
should be used. Basic tools may be required for installation.

Diversey is able to provide a limited number of Tolco 160150 - Model TDP-8 pumps for purchase 
though Plan B or they can also be sourced through the manufacturer or other suppliers. Diversey 
Representatives are not able to purchase or provide these pumps on behalf of distributors or 
customers.

It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure the safety of users. Users should wear all proper  
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and follow all guidelines for safe handling of chemicals. 

Product Labels: Aftermarket labels should always be used on any container that a chemical is 
transferred to.

Due to high demand, Diversey may not be able to supply pre-printed aftermarket labels. 
Distributors and End-Users should click here to request self-print .pdf aftermarket label files.  
Please note that it is unlawful to re-sell any dispensed chemical

Delivery: All 5-gallon pail orders will be drop shipped to approve End-User locations only. Distributors 
must place the PO with Diversey for the pails, in units of 24 (1-pallet). They will be processed with no 
additional fees (no drop ship surcharge, no over and under-weight charges, etc). At the time of order, 
the distributor must notify Diversey if a lift gate or pallet jack services are required for delivery. 

Questions: If you have questions please contact your Diversey sales manager or call Diversey  
Customer Technical Support (TCS) at (800) 558-2332.

Chemical Transfer Options: Due to the unique characteristics of 
products sold in bulk, operators will need to implement a solution that 
will allow them to transfer product from a pail to smaller containers/
bottles. While Diversey cannot provide a transfer solution for every 
situation, there are simple options that will work for most. 

70mm cap with ¾” NPT  
Threaded Knock-Out

Tolco Model TDP-8
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